
The Human Eye



Parts of the Eye

lens

iris - coloured part; controls the amount of light that entering

pupil - black dot at center of iris; opening through which light enters eye

cornea - transparent front layer; focuses light rays as they enter eye

lens - convex transparent structure; changes 
shape to refract light rays onto retina

- coloured part - changes shape to control amount of light that enters pupil

sclera - white outer covering; protects eye and 
helps it maintain its shape iris

pupil
cornea
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Parts of the Eye
retina - light sensitive cells at back of eye (rods & cones); focused image lands here

optic nerve - nerve fibre that exits retina; takes information from retina to brain
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vitreous humor - clear & gel-like material; gives eye its shape 

aqueous humor - clear liquid; provides oxygen and 
nutrients to eye

aqueous humor
vitreous humor

blind spot

ciliary muscles

ciliary muscles - muscles that help eye focus by 
changing shape of lens

blind spot - where optic nerve 
meets retina; no 
image is perceived 
here



If bright - iris expands (gets larger) -  less light enters pupil
 If dim - iris constricts (gets smaller) - more light enters pupil

How Eye Regulates Light



If too long/short, light won’t focus on retina - image will be blurry
If right shape, lens will focus light directly on retina - clear image

Vision Problems



Accommodation - ciliary muscles change shape of lens to allow  
focused image to form on retina

Accommodation

Nearby object - lens gets thicker - light bends more

Faraway object - lens gets thinner - light bends less 
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normal vision
light is focused on retina

near-sighted
(myopia)

light is focused in front 
of retina - distance 

between lens and retina 
is too large

vision is blurred unless 
objects are very close

clear vision

light is focused behind 
retina - distance 

between lens and retina 
is too small

vision is blurred unless 
objects are far away

far-sighted
(hyperopia)



near-sighted
(myopia)

light is focused in 
front of retina

vision is blurred 
unless objects are 

very close

diverging lens

Corrective
Eyeglasses

light rays diverge a little 
so that light is focused 

on retina

clear vision

reshaped cornea



far-sighted
(hyperopia)

converging lens

Corrective
Eyeglasses

light rays converge a 
little so that light is 
focused on retina

clear vision

vision is blurred 
unless objects are 

very far away

light is focused 
behind retina



Laser eye surgery permanently reshapes cornea by burning off a 
layer of cells

Contacts and Laser Surgery
Contact lenses change shape of cornea - light can focus on retina



The Eye is Like a Camera
Diaphragm controls how 
much light is entering - iris

Aperture is where light 
enters camera - pupil

Converging lens focuses light

Image focused on film - retina

Image smaller, inverted, real

Focuses image by moving lens 
in and out - lens gets thicker 
and thinner


